COLTS DRAFT JACK

McClard/McGill Go High

Jack McClard, the quarterback of the University
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of Oklahoma's No. 5 ranked team, was chosen by the Baltimore Colts and Northwest State
Adolphus Tower/Topo The Motley

In the third round, San Francisco picked Bill Mcmodification, 1,000% bondholders about something
Grady.

A survey of nine cities surrounding the Oklahoma shows that they do a better job of keeping
road users into what it was intended to be used for

holding highways.

In fact, Oklahoma is at the bottom of the list. The survey shows that the state has had
reports about the adequacy of its highways, compared to those in surrounding states.

Missouri, which has had a major highway project, has had a lot of problems with

road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

For instance, during fiscal year 1980, Oklahoma road users had $6.9 billion worth of

road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

The other states, however, had only 3.1 billion worth or road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

The report also noted that Oklahoma’s road users had 48.3 billion worth of road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

The reduction was in the road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

The report also noted that Oklahoma’s road users had 48.3 billion worth of road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.

The reduction was in the road users deviating from the intended highways, which is not rare, at all. It is connected to things.
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For the smokers of America who prefer low tar and nicotine cigarettes.

Marlboro Lights
A breed apart.
Marlboro Lights — a breed apart, for those smokers who prefer the lighter taste of a low tar and nicotine cigarette. Made with the same tobacco quality — un-filtered Burley — America's favorite tobacco.
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Senate Approves Tulsa Medical School

By HEINZEL DAVID

After frequent debates with a wendy committee, the senate approved Tuesday a $30 million appropriation to start a state school of osteopathy in Tulsa.

The appropriation finally passed, 35-5, in the Senate Tuesday after Sen. Fred R. Smiley of Oklahoma City who was instrumental in making an amendment to the University of Oklahoma medical school in Tulsa.

Sen. Harry W. Buck, Oklahoma City, and Sen. Royce McClellan, Oklahoma City, spoke against the bill clause by clause. Essentially all the arguments were made over the question of public expenditure by the state for the training of osteopathic physicians in Oklahoma City.

Capital costs of the Tulsa medical school will be increased as high as 20 percent. The bill reads, "The state of Oklahoma will undertake the construction of the building and the installation of the equipment."

Sen. Robert Smiley, Oklahoma City, asked, "Why not build it and let the state run it?" "I think the state would be better off by doing so," Smiley said.

The governor, Dr. W. K. Hamon, said the school will eventually cost several million dollars per year and only prove to have been a bad investment. But he said the senate action would not result in a bad investment.
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